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Daltile's  lates t release points  to those era-defining events  that have shifted the ways  in which luxury homeowners  are approaching modern living.
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By AMIRAH KEAT ON

A new report on this season's top design trends offers a glimpse into a changing tide, one majorly influenced by
global events.

Daltile, North America's largest and designer manufacturer of tile and countertop products, is  out with Trend Report
2023. The 14-page document is getting industry professionals up to speed on moves to bring mindfulness and mood-
boosting colors, playful patterns and digital integrations into the fold, detailing the ways in which the global
turbulence of late can be witnessed in the interior codes of today.

"Luxury design professionals can best use the Daltile Trend Report to help identify which of the trends feels most
comfortable to the individual for whom they are designing," said Laura Grilli, director of product design at Daltile,
Dallas.

"Every trend can be taken to a luxurious level," Ms. Grilli said. "However, traditional opulence may not be for
everyone, so the trend report helps the user easily identify what other aesthetics would enrich their life the most to be
around."

Indoor innovation
Daltile's release touches upon a new reality, pointing to those era-defining events that have shifted the ways in which
luxury homeowners are approaching modern living.

Thus, the new report outlines areas of focus for the year, filling audiences in on the sociopolitical factors that lay
beneath a new group of renovations, refreshes and more.

Guiding this unchartered home outfitting territory are five key trends, which Daltile describes by the titles "Elevate
Life," "Essential Luxury," "Dreamscape," "Seize The Day" and "Tender Living."
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Daltile's Elevate Life category applies an outlook of "fortune favors the bold" mantra to the indoors, pairing bright
colors, patterns and prints with visually-playful, maximalist detailing.

Geometric lighting fixtures are met by floral motifs in the form of wallpaper, and psychedelic shapes are colored in
oranges, yellows, greens, blues and fuchsia varieties, according to Daltile's experts.

The first trend of the group, Elevate Life is said to stem from a desire to counteract the heavy news of recent times,
citing adjacent waves like Barbiecore as inspiration.

Daltile's  "Elevated Life" des ign trend. Image courtesy of Daltile

Next up, Essential Luxury fuses indulgent amenities and the interior moments most closely associated with pop
culture.

Nostalgic in nature, art deco designs and gothic structures dominate this trend, as black marble, colorful precious
stones and tasteful animal prints help to liven disparate rooms, especially those of the commercial sort.

Daltile's Dreamscape design trend deals in digital landscapes, offering an escape from a demanding physical
realm through its use of futuristic metallics and mirrored formations.

Gaming, virtual reality, "phygital" interactions, and the metaverse each inform this interior design style's approach.

The fourth of the trend bunch takes on terracotta tones.
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Daltile's  "Seize the Day" trend focuses  on the comfort to be found in handcrafted materials . Image courtesy of Daltile

According to Daltile, Seize the Day embraces handcrafted finishes and artisanry within the home. Think modern
Mediterranean this category places emphasis on raw, irregular materials down below, and high arches up above.

Here, there is a focus on comfort that perhaps its peers sacrifice, in lieu of style.

"Luxury design professionals will most likely want to keenly focus on the trend of newly-defined elegance captured
in 'Essential Luxury,'" Ms. Grilli said.

"The notion of luxury has been changing, refreshing the traditional indicators of splendor," she said. "The trend of
Essential Luxury is about enjoying moments of indulgence in a new way blending beauty with heritage and pop
culture; crafts with high-end technology and sustainability; multicultural inspiration with Art Deco and sleek Gothic
references."

Colorwheel analytics
Forecasts by the Dallas-based ceramic, porcelain, glass and metal tile distribution company, which works with both
residential and commercial properties, paint a picture of exactly how global citizens are planning to furnish their
homes in 2023.

Daltile's final category, Tender Living, builds on both Scandinavian minimalism with biophilic design, prioritizing
natural sources of light and life within the home.

The integration of rough, untreated surfaces like exposed cement adds a textured layer to these spaces.

Altogether, these accents work to remind luxury dwellers of the process of regeneration, eliciting a sense of
sustainability and a level of mindfulness while at home.

"Tender Living" features  a spectrum of green and brown shades , which mimic the outdoors . Image courtesy of Daltile

Tonally, more muted than some peers, shades such as off-white and beige serve as the trend's foundation. The
addition of a spectrum of green and brown shades mimics the outdoors.

One additional expert source within the luxury interiors space has corroborated the palette's popularity for this
season.

During a Feb. 8 "Luxury Hour: Global Trends in Color and Evolving Consumer Preferences" digital event,
international brand ambassador Patrick O'Donnell of British wall coverings maker Farrow & Ball expressed a
similar stance, affirming the use of dark blues, especially shades with a bit of a green base as the color "du jour"
(see story).

"Our goal in providing Daltile's Trend Report every year is to put key interior design knowledge and inspiration at
people's fingertips," Daltile's Ms. Grilli said.

"Design is an innate human need," she said. "We have a desire to surround ourselves with an environment that
makes us feel good and helps bring joy and functionality to our daily lives."
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"Our trend report serves as a tool to identify which trend appeals most to each individual."
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